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Abstract. Discovering the interactions between proteins mentioned in biomedical literatures is one of the core topics of text mining in the field of life science. In this paper, we propose a system under interaction pattern generation approach to capture frequent PPI patterns in text with the use of official BioC API and Semantic Class Labeling. We also present an interaction pattern tree kernel method that integrates the PPI pattern with convolution tree kernel to extract protein-protein interactions. Empirical evaluations on the LLL, IEPA, and HPRD50 corpora demonstrate that our method is effective and outperforms several well-known PPI extraction methods.
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1 Introduction

With the growing number of research papers, researchers now have difficulty in retrieving those that exactly fulfill their needs. As for life scientists, relationships between entities mentioned in these papers are the major target of interest. Among biomedical relation types, protein–protein interaction (PPI) extraction is becoming critical in the field of molecular biology due to demands for automatic discovery of molecular pathways and interactions in the literature.
Most PPI extraction methods can be treated as supervised learning, in which feature-based and kernel-based approaches are frequently used. However, feature-based methods often have difficulty finding effective features to extract entity relations. To solve this problem, kernel-based methods have been proposed to explore features in a high dimensional space by employing a kernel to calculate the similarity between two objects. Erkan et al. [1] defined two kernel functions based on cosine similarity and the edit distance among the shortest paths between protein names in a dependency parse tree. Satre et al. [2] developed the Akane PPI that extracts features using the combination of a deep syntactic parser to capture the semantic meaning of sentences with a shallow dependency parser for tree kernels. Moschitti et al. [3] adopted a partial tree kernel (PT) which is more flexible by virtually allowing any tree sub-structures without major constraints.

For the extraction of PPIs, we propose an interaction pattern generation approach to capture frequent PPI patterns. Furthermore, to identify interactions between proteins, we developed an interaction pattern tree kernel that integrates the shortest path-enclosed tree (SPT) structure with generated PPI patterns to support vector machines (SVM). The results of experiments demonstrate that the interactive pattern tree kernel method is effective in extracting PPI. Also, the proposed pattern generation approach successfully exploits the interaction semantics of text by capturing frequent PPI patterns. Consequently, the method outperforms the tree kernel-based PPI method [3], the feature-based PPI method [4], and the SPT detection method [5], which is widely used to identify relations between named entities.

2 System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the proposed interaction extraction method that is comprised of two key components: interaction pattern generation and interaction pattern tree construction. The interaction pattern generation component aims to automatically generate representative patterns of mentioned interactions between proteins. Then, the interaction pattern tree construction integrates the syntactic and content information with generated interaction patterns for representation of text. Finally, the convolution tree kernel measures similarity between interaction pattern tree structures for SVM to classify interactive expressions.
To capture possible PPI candidates, our goal is to first retrieve every sentence in an article that has at least two kinds of protein names. This is done through a customized function. With the processed sentences as input to our main system, we convert them into candidate units via normalization and parsing. Consider sentence $s_1$: “Interactions were tested between either Lst1p or Sec24p fused to the LexA DNA-binding domain and Sec23p fused to an acidic transcriptional activation domain” as an example. It contains recognized genes “Lst1p”, “Sec24p” and “Sec23p” which are labeled as \{g_1, g_2, g_3\}, respectively. We process each sentence with different pairs of genes that corresponding normalized and parsed sentences are added to form the expanded candidate units: \{s_1, n_1, p_1, g_1, g_2\}, \{s_1, n_2, p_2, g_2, g_3\} and \{s_1, n_3, p_3, g_1, g_3\}. The instances then undergo semantic class labeling (SCL), where proteins would first be identified and tagged. To illustrate the process of semantic class labeling, consider the instance $I_n = "\text{Abolition of the gp130 binding site in hLIF created antagonists of LIF action}"$, as shown in Fig. 2. First, "gp130" and "hLIF" are two given protein names, as tagged PROTEIN1 and PROTEIN2 respectively. Then, we stem remaining tokens by using porter stemming algorithm [6], followed by trigger word labeling with our word list extracted from a Bi-
oNLP corpus [7]. Evidently, SCL can group the synonyms together by the same label, enabling us to find distinctive and prominent semantic classes for PPI expression in the upcoming stage.
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Fig. 2. Semantic class labeling process

After semantic classes were labeled, we construct a graph describing the strength of relations between these classes based on their co-occurrence. Since semantic classes are of an ordered nature, the graph is directed and can be made with association rules. In order to avoid the generation of frames with insufficient length, we empirically set the minimum support of a semantic class as 20 and minimum confidence as 0.5 in our association rules. After constructing all semantic graphs, we then generate semantic frames by applying the random walk theory [10] in search of high frequency and representative classes for each topic. Consider the generated interaction pattern “[Positive_regulation] -> [Regulation] -> [Gene_expression] -> [PROTEIN1]” as an example, an instance like “In the final set of experiments, we explored the possible participation of CBP in Stat1 driven gene expression.”, which contains corresponding trigger words, can match all of the components of the semantic frame. Nevertheless, although the random walk process can help generate frames from frequent patterns in semantic graphs, it can also create redundancy. Therefore, a merging procedure is thus required to eliminate the redundant results by retaining patterns with long length and high coverage, while disposing of bi-gram patterns that are completely covered by another pattern. Moreover, the reduction of the se-
mantic class space provided by pattern selection is critical. It allows the execution of more sophisticated text classification algorithms, which leads to improved results. These algorithms, however, cannot be executed on the original semantic class space due to their high execution time [11]. Hence, we only pick patterns closely associated with an interaction to improve the performance of PPI extraction. A PPI instance is later represented by the interaction pattern tree (IPT) structure, which is the enhancement of SPT.

Finally, the generated interaction patterns can be used to capture the most prominent and representative patterns for expressing PPI. Highlighting interaction patterns closely associated with PPIs in an IPT would improve the interaction extraction performance. For each IPT that matched an interaction pattern, we add an IP tag as a child of the tree root to incorporate the interactive semantics into the IPT structure. Using the trained SVM classifier, the IPTs are classified as either positive or negative regarding whether at least one interaction exists. We then utilize the official library again to add annotations for the corresponding positive instances, which are recognized as containing protein-protein interactions, to the provided NER dataset.

3 Results and Discussion

We evaluated our method with three publicly available corpora: LLL (P: 164, N: 166), IEPA (P: 335, N: 482), and HPRD50 (P: 163, N: 270) [8]. All corpora are parsed with the Stanford parser to generate the output of parse tree and part-of-speech tagging. In our implementation, we used Moschitti’s tree kernel toolkit [3] to develop the convolution kernel of an IPT. We then performed a 10-fold cross validation [11] on all corpora. The F1-measure [11] is used to determine the relative effectiveness of the compared methods for evaluation. We exploit the macro-averaged score to show the overall performance across three different corpora for each evaluation metric.

The performance of our system is compared with several PPI extraction methods. As shown in Table 1, the proposed method significantly outperforms SPT and AkanePPI. Furthermore, the syntax tree-based kernel methods (PT) only examined the syntactic structures of text and cannot sense the semantics of protein interactions. By contrast, our method analyzes both the semantics and content (i.e., PPI patterns) of text. It is worth noting that syntax tree-based kernel methods are of-
ten only on par with the co-occurrence approach in terms of F1-measure. On the relatively small LLL corpus, their results practically coincide with that of the co-occurrence approach. The rich-feature-based (RFB) and Cosine also outperformed the SPT, AkanePPI and syntax tree-based kernel methods as they incorporate dependency features to distinguish protein-protein interactions. However, while Cosine can accomplish higher performance by further considering term weighting, it has difficulty in representing word relations. Our method, on the other hand, can extract word semantics and generate PPI patterns that can capture long-distance relations among them, hence achieving a better result.

Table1. The interaction extraction performance of the compared methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>LLL</th>
<th>IEPA</th>
<th>HPRD50</th>
<th>Macro-average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision, Recall, F1-measure (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPT</td>
<td>56.4 / 96.1 / 69.6</td>
<td>55.5 / 28.8 / 37.1</td>
<td>46.2 / 13.4 / 20.8</td>
<td>52.7 / 46.1 / 42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AkanePPI [2]</td>
<td>76.7 / 40.2 / 52.8</td>
<td>66.2 / 51.3 / 57.8</td>
<td>52.0 / 55.8 / 53.8</td>
<td>65.0 / 49.1 / 54.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT [3]</td>
<td>56.2 / 97.3 / 69.3</td>
<td>63.1 / 66.3 / 63.8</td>
<td>54.9 / 56.7 / 52.4</td>
<td>58.1 / 73.4 / 61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFB[4]</td>
<td>72.0 / 73.0 / 73.0</td>
<td>64.0 / 70.0 / 67.0</td>
<td>60.0 / 51.0 / 55.0</td>
<td>65.3 / 64.7 / 65.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosine [1]</td>
<td>70.2 / 81.7 / 73.8</td>
<td>61.3 / 68.4 / 64.1</td>
<td>59.0 / 67.2 / 61.2</td>
<td>63.5 / 72.4 / 66.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our method</td>
<td>59.9 / 94.4 / 71.6</td>
<td>52.2 / 88.1 / 65.2</td>
<td>59.3 / 83.0 / 67.3</td>
<td>57.1 / 88.5 / 68.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Concluding Remarks

To this end, we have proposed an effective interaction pattern generation approach for acquiring PPI patterns. We have also developed a method that improves over the SPT structure by including in PPI patterns to analyze the syntactic, semantic, and content information in text. It then exploits the derived information to identify PPIs in biomedical literatures. Our results show that the proposed method outperforms several well-known ones.
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